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Microblogging systems have become a major trend over the Web. After only 7 years of existence,
Twitter for instance claims more than 500 million users with more than 350 billion delivered update
each day. As a consequence the user must today manage possibly extremely large feeds, resulting
in poor data readability and loss of valuable information and the system must face a huge network
load.
In this demonstration, we present and illustrate the features of MicroFilter, an inverted list-based
filtering engine that nicely extends existing centralized microblogging systems by adding a real-time
filtering feature.
.

Microblogging Systems specific aspects:
●
Short messages: less than 140 characters
(average length of 14,7 words).
● Directed graph of users: a user A follows another
user B implies that A receives all of B updates.
●
Heterogeneity in accounts sizes: in term of
update frequency and number of followers.
●
Graph evolution: users change accounts they
follow often.
● Centralized state: on Twitter, every new post is
handled by Twitter servers and than transmitted to
the followers.
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Our approach: Filter an account tweets in order to
receive only a subset of emitted tweets, based on
interest queries (keywords).
Our goal:
● Improve the user experience and reduce the load of
the network.
● Use inverted list indexes to store queries related to a
graph arc. We proposed three different structures
(PFT, PTF, TPF).
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We compared three inverted lists-based structures
and validate them with real and synthetic datasets.
P T F -index appears to achieve the best scalability,
despite memory requirements and twice more
important than T P F -index, it outperformed with two
orders of magnitude other proposals for matching
time.
Future Work:
We intend in future work to consider other
optimizations like clustering or summarization which
group different filters inside a posting list to achieve
better performance.
Adding conjunction and negation in filter expressions
is another future challenge. We are also working on
real time content recommendation for microblogging
systems on top of our structures.
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